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Dear friend, what you have in your hands is the new *Traces*. The changes are substantial, as you can see. We thought this was the right moment to go from the periodical to which you—and we—were accustomed, to a “news magazine” style. The nature of the magazine has not changed, but it will aim at going even deeper than before, presenting new content to help get to the bottom of a major theme selected each month, followed by additional articles, interviews, encounters, and first-hand reporting. The rhythm of the daily life of the Movement around the world will still be documented on the new English CL website (english.clonline.org) and through social media.

We are setting out on a new journey, along with all of you, full of joy and the awareness that it is but an attempt. And so we begin with a topic that is especially urgent today: youth. In fact, Pope Francis is about to dedicate an entire Synod to this topic. In October, he will ask the universal Church to discuss “Young People, the Faith, and Vocational Discernment”; in other words, how people should choose their road in life in a world that’s increasingly complex and confusing. His first step is to ask for the input of young people, giving precedence to what they have to say, ready to listen to their questions, hopes, and dreams.

The first steps taken by this new *Traces* aim at contributing something to this project, accepting the challenge of an “exciting adventure” for the Church—as Julián Carrón, the international leader of CL, wrote in the introduction to his book recently published in Italy (*La voce unica dell’ideale* [The one voice of the ideal]) about “verifying if the Christian proposal still finds a place in the hearts of young people.” It’s a crucial question, because the future of the Church (and not only the Church) depends on this. It’s an adventure that’s not just for our children or our students, but—above all—for us, the adults. How willing are we to make this journey with them? What do we have to offer them? Young people “aren’t satisfied with words,” Carrón notes. “They need something at the same level of the desire in their hearts.”

*Traces is, and will always be, an attempt* to seek, study, and tell the tale of this “something.” A number of years ago, at the beginning of another change, we commented that, deep down, the nature of our magazine is simple: “It’s a friend that tells you: Look! Look at the great things Christ is doing in front of our eyes,” so we can get to know Him and He can be our companion on the journey. This is what we hope to do even better, in a format that is somewhat streamlined, and in which the common thread consists not of words and ideas, but of life itself—there can be no other way. It’s about life: witnesses and facts we can look at in order to comprehend their true depth and discover their origin. Happy reading and let’s enjoy this journey together.
There is something positive in my life

I didn’t know what to expect from this Triduum [the Holy Week retreat for high school students] because in my opinion things must be lived in order to understand them more completely. I am grateful for having had this experience because in addition to having had a lot of fun and having met lots of people, I recognized that living in this way is interesting for me. I want to follow a person who has no preconceived notions about me, someone I can always count on. I realized that not everyone understands Jesus’s gestures, but if I’ve understood them, there must be a reason. I don’t know what that reason is, but I hope to find an answer with the Ray, GS, and all the experiences I have with these friends. I have a hard time trusting people and relating with them, but Thursday during the assembly, I understood that besides myself, there are another 5,000 young people who have the same problems I do, and I think this is great because you understand that you are not alone. At the Way of the Cross, all walking together, I understood so many things that I couldn’t explain before. For so long I wanted to be able to say, “Life is wonderful!” I have perhaps found the way, the moment, and the people that can make me say this. After my parents’ separation, I had stopped “believing” even though I was someone who went to Mass every Sunday, to catechism and everything else. I asked myself, “Why should I believe in God if he let all of this happen? Why does He make me suffer? Where is God? Why has He chosen me?” The Triduum made me realize that these things that devastated me have actually made me grow so much and I’m sorry to have “wasted” two years of my life not following Jesus. One day I heard a phrase that came to mind during the Way of the Cross: “God doesn’t give you any cross that your shoulders cannot carry.” When I heard this, I tucked it away in a corner of my brain, and I understood that perhaps even in this thing that for me was terrible, there is something positive that has truly helped me to grow.

Alessandra, Como (Italy)

At the pub with my very “cool” colleagues

My bosses decided to promote me to a new role in a new department. I have new colleagues who are very “cool,” each with his or her own bag of knowledge, each ready to explain to you how they resolved a difficult problem or made a smart investment. One woman goes from vain pride in her technical skill with numbers and graphs to aesthetic vanity after work, with workouts at the gym and organic food, and then to the pub to drink as much beer as she can hold. I don’t really like beer that much and also the atmosphere doesn’t exactly thrill me: getting drunk is the goal and the dominant topics are career and sex (no one talks about soccer). Often, I went for the first round of drinks, but going home my heart was uneasy because it seemed I might be missing out on that one circumstance that might be “for me.” So I began to stay as much as the reality (the pub) allowed me to and we began to tell each other our stories and to get to know one another and to joke around. Between one joke and another, I began to discover who my colleagues were and they began to discover who I was. Throwing away the masks, they began speaking openly about their lives, about what they truly desired more than money and a career. Serena revealed to me that she came to Dublin after her fiancé broke up with her a year before their wedding; Matteo talked about leaving his marriage after six months, and Mary told me that she decided to quit the university with only one exam
left and now lives day to day by working in customer service without any real expectations for the future. Thanks to the many life stories I've had the privilege of listening to, I've rediscovered the passion I have for my own destiny. One of the most surprising things that has happened is that even the work day and formality of the office have changed. Monday is no longer when everyone starts waiting for the weekend, and coffee breaks are no longer complaint sessions. Lunchtime and foosball games have become moments when we talk about ourselves and show interest in one another. Everything has a human accent and our relationships are marked by a certain curious “affectionate cordiality.” What changes us and changes reality, what strikes people, is the gratuitous gesture of caring; saying in effect, without expecting anything in return, “I am interested in you.” Just the other day, Carmen, a young woman I helped when she was in crisis over her sales and said she couldn't stand anyone anymore, stopped me and revealed that lately she was a little happier. She is finding something positive even in those who steal her contracts, and she would like to start working “less on work performance and a little more on myself.” To think that ten years ago, I was lost and discouraged, but now I am happy even if life is a great struggle. My happiness comes from the gaze of Someone who has loved me and who loves me now and has helped me without too many speeches during the rough urgencies of the day.

Paolo, Dublin (Ireland)

Sofia, our friends, and a brunch at Notre Dame

There is something that is changing the young people of CLU here at Notre Dame. It’s easy for the students to consider School of Community as just another of the thousands of activities, including religious ones, that the college offers. It’s easy to perceive the Movement as just “the night for School of Community” and then everyone goes off to his or her own life. This year, little by little, Sofia has become a tornado. As she always says, she has realized that her encounter with the Movement has created a life that has seized her and that she has a great passion for Fr. Giussani. She invites everyone to things, and following her example, others have begun to do the same. A real movement has been created. On their own initiative, they’ve started to recite Lauds, to eat breakfast together, to meet on weekends, and to look for each other as in a true companionship. Sofia and others in the community wanted to do the Way of the Cross on Palm Sunday, so they started to organize it a couple of weeks before. They did everything on their own. Ila and I asked them if they wanted to start reading the premises outlined in The Religious Sense. We invited them to brunch to talk about the first premise. Fifteen students came, three of them new. They had all done the reading and it was a beautiful, true dialogue. It is evident that something is moving them in a new and unthinkable way. It seems to me that what’s happening to them is what Fr. Giussani relates when he talks about the beginning of the Movement. It’s happening to them and to us—to Ila, myself, and the other adults like Maria, Denise, and Lucia, who are attracted to following them.

Chiara, Notre Dame (USA)

In every heartbeat of God

Today is one of those days when at the end of it you feel so full, and yet so small in front of Christ. I had woken up as usual and said my morning prayers, but nothing in me moved. Something so hard to take in had happened the night before and I felt myself becoming sad. On my way to school, this sadness filled my heart to the bottom, but deep down there was a cry, a begging, for me to come back to Christ. He is the only one capable of collecting the broken fragments of my life and make it worth living again. The day was my first day in advanced level. On arrival at school, nothing within me changed, and I felt tears welling up in my eyes. Mr. Wandera, Mr. Kawuki, and Mr. Severgini had prepared something to welcome us. This turned out to be the best welcoming party that Christ has ever organized for me. Through this welcome, I realized how true it is that every heartbeat of God is a memory of me. The very first exercise we did was the first blow that woke me up. We were put into groups of three people, two playing cages and one a bird. In these groups, we were to ask ourselves the reason why we had come to school. I joined a group and found myself being questioned by Monica and Patrick about why I am here. With this question, my day began afresh, and I paid attention to the rest of the exercise. Reality is truly the master; I do not have to ignore anything, even sadness, because everything reveals to me the true needs that constitute my heart.

Aloyo Gladys, Kampala (Uganda)
What makes life flourish

Notes from a conversation with a group of university students who take part in “charitable work,” a gesture that educates them to discover themselves and reality (Milan, March 12, 2018).

Who are the young people of today? To understand, we need to look at their urgent needs for happiness and for fulfillment; at their—and our—bewilderment in the face of a reality that (especially for digital natives) seems increasingly liquid, that constantly changes. We need to look at the treasure housed in their humanity and the great things that can be discovered by anyone who seeks to unearth this treasure by throwing themselves into the adventure of education. In the following pages, we would like to offer a living experience of all this: an example of what can happen when the hearts of young people—their expectations, questions, and desires—meet a proposal. When they meet a method—a road on which they can learn how to grow—and an adult who will accompany them, who will throw him or herself entirely into this adventure with them. We present a dialogue between Julian Carrón (the successor of Fr. Giussani in leading Communion and Liberation) and a group of college students. The topic was charitable work, a gesture of sharing in the needs of others (the poor, the sick, prisoners, other students...) done on a regular basis so that a person can learn to discover his own deeply-rooted needs, his humanity. From the beginning, charitable work has been one of the pillars of Fr. Giussani’s educational proposal and is powerful enough to leave its mark on all of life (as you can read below): from academics to relationships to making use of time... It is also a formidable proof in action of the humanity of this generation of young people, giving voice to it in a much deeper way than many of the analyses that have been offered about them. And a way to listen to it. (dp)
Julión Carrón. As we have said, today we will focus on “charitable work.” The witnesses we have received are evidence that this gesture is helping many of you to flourish. Sometimes a person expresses the experience he or she is living so powerfully that it’s useful for all of us.

Anna. My charitable work consists of going to serve breakfast for the homeless one morning a week. The first thing I’ve noticed is that it’s a gesture that always changes me; I’ve never left there the same as when I went in. A fundamental tool for me in this has been The Meaning of Charitable Work (L. Giussani, Soc. Coop Edit. Nuovo Mondo, 2010), which we read each time before this gesture, because it’s able to “give a name” to the things that happen in that hour. The second thing I’ve observed is that during that hour of charitable work, I’m present to the present as I am in very few other moments during the week. When I’m there serving breakfast, I’m completely focused on responding to any needs, from getting more sugar to washing dishes. Being so present to what is happening helps me to enjoy everything more and be more attentive. I have a greater love for what’s there, am more open to embracing everything, and I find that being that way infinitely corresponds to who I am. In that place, I find that I am living the “verifiable” difference decreed in the School of Community. Going to charitable work helps me to be more aware of the needs of all the people I meet. One morning, one of the homeless men gave me a newspaper clipping with a picture of a girl, saying he thought it looked like me. I was really moved by his gesture because I do the same thing with Jesus: in all that I do, in all the faces I meet, I look for the features of Him who loves me and gives me everything, because I need the goodness He brings.

Carrón. For a person to participate in a gesture and be able to say, “There has never been a time I’ve left there the same as when I went in,” is surprising. Who wouldn’t be interested in participating in a gesture through which such a thing can happen, that can change the way we live and conceive of ourselves? When Fr. Giussani invited us to take part in this gesture—to educate ourselves—he was laying out a road one can follow in order to see what our friend just described: to become ever-more present to the present, which is what we all desire, rather than being in the present waiting for it to end so we can begin to live, as we often do. Participating in that gesture, our friend was saying, “helps me enjoy everything more; makes me more attentive” to all that happens. I’ll read another excerpt, from a girl who wasn’t able to come because she lives far away.

Chiara writes: I’m studying Education in Catania. I have been doing the same charitable work for seven years now, since I met the Movement in high school. Charitable work was really the place I realized the true nature and beauty of what I had met. Charitable work has, in a way, monopolized all of my life and my choices, beginning with what to study at the university, because I wanted that newness in my relationships with others to be at the center of my work. The most recent
circumstance in which I discovered the real value of charitable work was, paradoxically, that of the elections, specifically a conversation with one of my brothers. He accused me of being useless to society because I couldn’t decide on a party to vote for. Taking the punch, and sort of defending myself, I started to accuse him of sitting there comfortably on the couch delegating others to solve problems. After the argument, I regretted reprimanding him, because what is predominate in him is something profoundly human: no one gets moving unless something is personally interesting. Deep down, I know that I don’t move if I don’t see some good for me, whether material or spiritual. You can only think of taking action for another who’s not you if you recognize the other as a good. From this perspective, charitable work has been the best “school of politics,” if you can call it that, for me: not only because it’s an attempt to respond to a need, but because I have received more than I have given from the people I’ve met over the years, in that way discovering that the other is a good for my life.”

In her argument with her brother, you can see the two ways of thinking about politics: it’s either just a question of finding a party or it’s taking an interest in the polis, in the common good, taking an interest in the needs of others. Her brother accuses her of not picking a side, and she volleys with another image of politics. He did pick a party, but from his balcony! These are two different attitudes toward politics. So then the question is: What can make a person get up off the couch and get involved as a protagonist in responding to the needs of others? It takes, as our friend testified, participating in something that is a true “school of politics,” an education in caring for the polis, the common good, and the other and his or her need. This is the education we seek by getting involved in charitable work.

Tommaso. Over the years, I’ve discovered that charitable work is not a gesture that’s separate from the rest of my life; it seeps into every aspect of it. When I started I was still in high school, and there was a teacher who reminded us every time that we were going there to learn to love as Jesus loves. For about a year, I heard the words but didn’t understand what they meant; I thought it was just another cliché, until a time when, because of various life circumstances, I found myself full of affection for a person who was treating me badly, and not knowing how to talk to her, since she was distancing herself from me in every way possible. That’s when it became clear to me what those words meant. When I go to charitable work, I’m there with people who perhaps can’t stand me, or who I myself can’t stand; I don’t, in fact, choose who I’ll help study that afternoon. I can only decide to stick with it or not. This leads me to an example that helps to show why I say charitable work permeates every aspect of my life. It’s about this last round of exams. I studied with a friend, even though I don’t always love studying with other people, especially when I’m up to my neck in work, because too much time is wasted. A year ago, after a few hours I would have looked for an excuse to slip out, “defending” my time to study alone. Instead, this time I stayed until the end, not without some preoccupations because I really was up to my neck, and I asked myself why I stayed. The reason was clear: it’s been two years since charitable work stopped being a nice gesture “on its own.” Every week at the after-school program at Martinengo, I find myself studying with kids who have no desire to do so, nor to be with me, kids with whom you don’t always see a relationship grow: with some it happens, but only after many months and many attempts. There, however, I can’t escape;
I’m “forced” to look at them, to keep reinventing ways to reach out to them and respond to their needs. This is why charitable work is a school where I’m learning to live everything in a new way, including how I study—which has become more productive—and allows me to live relationships more truly, from my family to that less-than-pleasant classmate. I recognize that I need to live this way. That recognition flows from two factors: from my life experience and from consultation with people who are further along than me—in the beginning, that teacher I mentioned, and now others. In addition, two other aspects have been fundamental for me: the booklet *The Meaning of Charitable Work*, an essential guide, and faithfulness to charitable work, which comes both from trusting the people who propose it to me and my own interest in the proposal.

**Carrón.** Why do you cite these two aspects? How did you discover the value of the booklet in living the gesture?

**Tommaso.** For a long time, I hardly understood anything; in fact the first few times I read it, it seemed like “CL-ese,” a formality, but little by little I realized that what was written was true: the experience I was having couldn’t be put into better words.

**Carrón.** And faithfulness? What has that faithfulness meant for you?

**Tommaso.** It was only going there every time, without making excuses for myself, that made it possible for me to change how I interact with my family, for example.

**Carrón.** Let’s look at the witness Tommaso has given us. Who wouldn’t like to take part in a gesture that, as he said, touches, permeates, and truly renews us, making every aspect of life flourish? It’s not a gesture detached from everything else, it’s what shines light on every aspect of life. When something like this happens to someone, it’s a good for all of us. With two conditions: first, you have to not live the gesture, as happens often today, as merely a response to a need, as if you were in an NGO, outside the frame that has been proposed. Everyone, little by little, has to discover this, as Tommaso did, through the booklet *The Meaning of Charitable Work*. Today, a lot of people volunteer, but how many can say that the gesture permeates their entire lives? It’s not just something extra, you see? This is why Fr. Giussani wanted the gesture to be guided, as our friend said, speaking about his teacher. For a time, just as it was for him, a person doesn’t understand why—for example—the teacher leads it, or why we insist on being faithful to Fr. Giussani’s suggestions; but, after a while, if you are faithful—this is the second condition—you will understand and discover the full weight of what you’re doing. So, like Tommaso, we have to allow for the time that’s needed—this is faithfulness—so that all of the promise of a gesture like charitable work can be revealed. If, instead, we try to rush

“If I look at how I was and how I am today, I can’t help but be amazed. It’s changed everything in my life.”
is the growth of the “I” that you discover in yourself; it’s a hundred times more intensity in your life, in your relationships, your studies, the way you face reality. **Santina**’s letter goes on to say: “There has been a change in my person I never imagined was possible.” She found evidence in herself of a change she didn’t imagine was possible before. Pay attention: you can’t see this change, you can’t see the hundredfold without going all in: you only see it when you are following. If she had said, “No, I want to see first,” then she never would have seen it, because it’s something you have to verify in your experience. Our friend goes on to say:

> “I was there with those three watching while they silently did their work. In that moment, I felt useless: ‘What am I here for?’ A second later, however, my question shifted to: ‘Can even just the fact that I am here have a value?’ The only thing that I’m giving them in this instant is the fact that I’m here with them.”

If I look at how I was and how I am today, I can’t help but be amazed. Before, I sat watching, delegating to others and not wanting to take responsibility; but now I find myself being proactive, and it’s changed everything in my life, because in getting my hands dirty and adhering to the proposal, I have been able to observe that things are not the fruit of my skills or my performance. Through my ‘yes’ there’s Someone who first changes me, and the things around me, too, so I don’t lose anything. Who are You who constantly seek me to make me grow, You who never tire of me? I’m grateful for all of this because I have understood that I can’t stop short at what I have in mind, especially in
moments of difficulty when I don’t think I can go on, because deep down there is One who, through my ‘yes,’ comes to embrace me and make everything different.” How could listening to a witness like this not open up in us a curiosity, a desire to make the same verification, to see how life can change when we follow a person? In our culture, as Fr. Giussani said, it’s become inconceivable that I can start to understand and change by following someone. Yet this young woman demonstrates precisely that it was only by following someone that she changed, became the protagonist of her days, and better understood what life is. Each can decide for him or herself whether or not to miss out on this opportunity.

**Federica.** I’ve been doing charitable work in Precotto, a neighborhood in Milan, for three years, at a tutoring center...
for middle school students. For the first year—admit—it was a bit of a superficial gesture for me; my motivation for going was the chance to get to know some of my classmates, since I had just started at the Catholic University. My position toward charitable work changed when a friend of mine asked me to take her place as the leader for that session and invite new students. This forced me to take the gesture seriously, because otherwise I couldn’t propose it to anyone else. Fr. Pino once told us that charitable work might be the most educative of all the gestures we do, and that it’s like wanting a Ferrari: if I want a Ferrari, I want it to be nice and fully intact, not missing a mirror or with a broken window. Charitable work is proposed to us as a whole package: you don’t choose this or that aspect of it; you get there on time and don’t skip, because skipping or going when you feel like it is constructing a charitable work to fit your tastes, so it’s almost better not to bother so you don’t waste your time. I trusted this and tried to take the proposal seriously. Little by little, after three years I’m beginning to recognize the importance of the gesture for me, more than any other. I realized it during the university term that just ended. All of my exams were on Wednesdays, and Tuesday afternoons I always have charitable work. It was not automatic that I would “give up” an afternoon of studying the day before an exam, especially at a time when charitable work was a bit challenging: I had little desire to go and the kids I had weren’t understanding a lot. I spoke about it with my friend Sofia. Both of us were thinking about skipping it that day to prepare for the next day’s exam. In speaking with her, however, the conversation slowly shifted to the real question: what interests us in life? Is it deciding how to spend the time we have, and so deciding that the only thing at stake in the day is studying to do well on an exam, or are we interested in something else? Why did we decide to do charitable work this year? What are we discovering within the struggle to be faithful to the proposal? Our questions shifted from “What should we do? What’s better for our studying?” to “What am I really interested in today? What am I discovering in charitable work?” We were left without any doubt about what to do, not because it was moralistically correct to go—you don’t skip charitable work—but because for me going there is first of all asking once again what really interests me in life, which I forget every day. That Tuesday, The Meaning of Charitable Work brought this message to heart in a short paragraph titled ‘Consequences,’ point two, which states, “It is the discovery of the fact that precisely because we love them, it is not we who make them happy... and that not even the most perfect society, the most legally solid organism, the greatest riches, the surest health, the purest beauty, the most educated civilization will ever be able to make them happy. It is an Other who can make them happy. Who is the reason for everything? Who made everything? God. So Jesus is not only He who announces to me the truest word, who explains the law of my reality, He who is no longer only the light of my mind; I discover that Christ is the meaning of my life. The witness of those who have experienced this value is very beautiful: ‘I continue to do charitable work because all of my sufferings and all of theirs have a meaning.’ Hoping in Christ, everything has a meaning: Christ. I discover this, finally, in the place where I do charitable work, precisely by means of the final powerlessness of my love; it is the experience in which intelligence discovers wisdom, true culture.” After we returned, Sofia and I stayed up late studying without wasting a minute. Aside from the fact that the exam went well, I was really happy with the way I studied. Thinking back on it, my affection for charitable work keeps growing because I see that it’s closely connected to my life and to all the other days of the week; it helps me organize my time and my studies, it helps me to see that, deep down, time is not mine, and that my studies don’t go better because I cut things out of my life; but rather, it’s precisely in committing myself to certain things that I can go back to my studies with a new perspective, in which I don’t just
focus on passing exams. What interests me? Discovering that Christ is the meaning of my life; seeing if this is true not only at charitable work, but also in the way I relate to my parents, my exams, my boyfriend, and people in my apartment. By going to charitable work, I am slowly learning to love the other because they are in front of me, not because they cheer me up or are nice or do their homework well, but because they’re there. This is what I really desire in my relationship with everyone. It’s too important for my growth for me to skip charitable work, even if it’s the day before an exam. I still don’t understand everything, but I have a lot of little intuitions, answers, and new questions that push me to continue to bet on that place for my life.

Carrón. Each of these witnesses offers something crucial. Federica underlines a vital fact—the integrity of the gesture: “You don’t pick elements, you get there on time and don’t skip,” which is another way of reiterating the two factors we talked about before: the need to consider the proposal as it is outlined to us and faithfulness. Charitable work is only effective in changing our lives if we live it the way it is proposed to us. She is already beginning to see, as she said, that “this gesture more than any other,” is decisive in changing everything else. It’s interesting to see how the invitation to be faithful forced her to ask herself: “What interests me in life?” It’s impossible, with the exam that she has the next day, for this question not to come up at a certain point: life itself doesn’t let her get away from it. The question of being faithful to it is crucial, because it forces you, whether you like it or not, to consider and make a decision. What’s really interesting is to then verify whether adhering undermines your studies or if it is actually something that increases your desire to study and make the most of your time. Otherwise, I’m a good Christian but I don’t study, I let it slide. But no, she is discovering that charitable work is infinitely tied to her life, so she starts to see the connections between charitable work and her studies; she realizes that the gesture doesn’t take away from her studies, but helps her to face them in a different way, and she notices how time is even more useful than she had ever dreamed it could be.

Anna. I do charitable work in Bresso, where there’s an afterschool program for students from elementary school up to high school. Two things have been really important to me in these months. The first happened one day when I was studying with three kids from elementary school. One of them is Chinese; he was really un-motivated, he didn’t respond when I spoke and I couldn’t drag a word out of him no matter what I did; when he did speak, what came out seemed random. I was get-
ting flustered: I was trying everything, various strategies, but without finding a foothold to win him over and get him to work. I was talking to a wall. Instead, the other two kids were doing their work on their own and asked me a hundred questions; they were very curious. At a certain point, at my wit’s end, seeing all the evidence of how powerless I was in front of this student and looking at the other two, I said to myself, “How much I wish that reality could win you over, so you could enjoy things as the other two do!” convinced I wouldn’t win him over myself but that something would have to happen for him. The only thing I could do was be with the other two, who were calling for me; I started to pay attention to them without worrying about him. After a while, he asked me, “Is this right?” and showed me a piece of paper on which he had done an exercise. With that, we started over again in doing his homework together. I was really struck by all of this, for two reasons. First because a sincere desire that another person be won over is new for me. At the end of the day, I thought to myself, “How funny: before today that boy was no one to me; I didn’t even know he existed, but for a second I desired his happiness.” I asked myself if this was just a natural impulse. I didn’t think so, because it’s much more common for frustration to prevail in me, rather than that desire. So then, what has happened to me to fill me with that desire? The second reason I was struck is that something happened—no one knows exactly what—to reawaken that boy, without me doing anything. At the Spiritual Exercises in November you said, “The power of reality is really impressive when we let it speak to our heart (...) So impressive! What a great capacity reality has to turn daily life upside down!” The second episode happened a little while after the first. One afternoon, I was with three other kids who were really good from the beginning. This had never happened to me before, but I was there with them watching while they silently did their work. In that moment, I felt useless and I asked myself, “What am I here for?” A second later, however, my question shifted to: “Can even just the fact that I am here have a value? The only thing that I’m giving them in this instant is the fact that I’m here with them.” I thought of the point about charitable work that says, “The supreme law of our being is to share in being with others, to live in communion.” That was what was happening to me. I also had the intuition that even my just being there could be useful, not because I was doing something, but because I was sharing in their being, I was in communion with them. What I saw in both episodes is that through charitable work I discover the truth about myself. This happens more and more often in front of everything—in my relationships with my friends, and with my studies, my parents, my sisters, and my friends in my department—so that I find myself saying: ‘I need to go back to charitable work.’ The more I see the promise it contains, in other words, the more I start to see something in me changing, the more I recognize how much I need this gesture in my life.

Carrón. Impressive: with all the challenges she described, it is precisely because of what is happening in her that a desire grew in her to go to charitable work without missing a single day. If we don’t get to this point, sooner or later we’ll stop going. It’s a matter of time.

Margherita. I also do charitable work at Martinengo; I help students as they study. A while back I was having difficulties with one girl. As a result, I consulted with one of the sisters who lead the gesture, and she said to me, “In any case, you don’t know how, but she is for you and you are for her.” This shed new light on my going there. In the following weeks, working with the same girls but with that hypothesis that
they are for me and I am for them, I realized this: they're not mine and I'm not there to rule over them. In the same way, their needs are not the same as what I believe them to be, and yet they are for me. The same thing is happening for me with the girls I live with and my friends and those I see around the university: they are not mine and I'm not there to rule over them. I perceive the needs others have, which I often don't even completely understand, more and more as a road for me.

Carrón. We can see how discovering these things while doing such a simple gesture is crucial for all relationships: with your boyfriend or girlfriend, with your friends, with others. When you don't understand what the other person needs, maybe your boyfriend or girlfriend, and you think you are the answer, that's the beginning of the tragedy. It doesn't seem like much, but it would be worth going to charitable work just to learn that. Ninety-nine percent of fights turn out to be because you don't understand this: you blame the other for not giving you what they cannot give, because your need is infinitely greater than him or her. The other person is like a drop that can never fill a glass.

This is not something you discover because you repeat the right phrases; it's only by running up against the need the other has over and over again that you begin to see his or her true need and begin to perceive your own need at the same time. How much more human everything would be if we really understood these things!

Paolo. Learning about gratuitousness in my relationships is perhaps the best thing that has happened to me as a result of going to charitable work. One afternoon, I was studying with a little girl whom I had already known for a while and I liked. That day, she didn't want to do anything. I tried to push her: “Come on, you can do it.” Nothing. So I resorted to Plan B: I took her over to Sister, which usually works. Nothing. I found myself facing two possible alternative attitudes: continuing to try to insist based on what I had in mind; in other words, thinking I knew what was good for her and what she needed, or love the point she was at along her path. This latter attitude has been fundamental for me and my relationships. I had been with my girlfriend for two years, and while I was starting to become more attached to the Movement, she was actually starting to distance herself, to the point of giving up on everything: the Movement, the Church, etc. It was really difficult and also painful for me. My first instinct was to try to force her: “Come on, come to School of Community; I know you need this.”

This went on for a few months, with her feeling like I didn’t really see her. I could tell something wasn’t right. One day I took her with me to School of Community: for me, it was beautiful, but when I brought her back home, she was sad. That’s when I found myself once again facing the need for that attitude and I told her, “Please, don’t come to another one of these gestures if you’re just coming because I insist!” I found myself loving her for the point she was at along her path. That was what opened everything up again; who knows where the relationship would have gone if we hadn’t made that step. This is the most beautiful gaze I can have on other people, and it’s only possible because it’s what I have received in my life. When The Meaning of Charitable Work says, “We do charitable work in order to learn to live like Christ,” this is possible not because we see God come down to earth, but because we feel that gaze of love, the one the prisoner described in front of the guards, the one you speak to us about; I experience it, and that is the thing I most desire to give to others, most of all to my girlfriend. And the faithfulness mentioned before is needed because it’s not true that after understanding something once, we’ve understood it forever. I constantly need to be educated again by that gaze.

Carrón. This connection Paolo made is really beautiful. It’s proof of what I was saying before. If a person faces life thinking he already knows—“I already know what you need”—to the point of “dragging” his girlfriend to School of Community, the only thing he accomplishes is that she becomes sad. Loving the freedom of the other person, loving the point the other person is at on their path, means waiting for the unfolding of a
design that is not ours. I always think back to an episode Fr. Giussani talked about that can be applied to what Paolo says. They asked him what happens “if, following this logic of the power of a presence and embracing another’s need, I invite a classmate I meet at the university and he says to me after awhile, ‘Look, this is a need you have, but not me.’” It’s dumbfounding to see how Fr. Giussani reacts to certain provocations. Each of us can say, “How would I have responded?” and then compare his response to Giussani’s. Instead of prodding the other and trying to convince him that he too has the same desire, Fr. Giussani said, “You know what is in the human heart, because it’s in you. [...] And you understand that the other person doesn’t understand what you understand because he or she is stuck somehow.” So, how can you help them? The starting point is not an argument (“now I’ll convince you that you have this desire”) but rather an awareness that the other has to follow a path, just as we had to. Therefore, above all, Fr. Giussani goes on to say, first you have to “ask the Creator Spirit to renew the face of the earth of that person, because we can’t do it ourselves!” You begin to pray that the other become aware, and, second, “you have to stay with him, not impose on him” (L’io rinasci in un incontro [The ‘I’ is reborn in an encounter]: 1986-1987, pp. 364-366). The same goes for children: you have to stay with them, because only if you stay with them, as you all said, can something happen. Our friend who told us about the three kids described it: two were there ready to do their work and the other wasn’t; she tried insisting with the third with no results; as soon as she left him some peace and started working with the other two, the third started to have the same desire as them and started to act. This is the method of God: God chooses a person or persons to attract another. So we can’t get stuck on ourselves, saying, “It has to happen to her as it happened to me.” No. Something was given to Paolo so it could also reach his girlfriend, but according to a design that was not his own. At a certain point, he too began to see. It’s not a question of imposing on her, but of being with her. This means starting to become familiar with the humanity of the other, which is not a mechanism that I can manipulate. The other person doesn’t move because I start the engine, like Paolo starts the engine of his scooter and it goes. Your girlfriend isn’t like a scooter, she has an autonomous engine, and so she doesn’t bend to your insistence; you therefore have to provoke her in another way, by placing a life in front of her eyes, so that at a certain point, according to a design that we don’t understand, a spark can break loose. Just like the witness that was read at the last School of Community: for years the husband lived in the Movement and the wife didn’t want to hear about it, until she—after 30 years—sent a letter to enroll in the Fraternity. Her husband waited all the time it took. Only God loves freedom like this. It’s not that He doesn’t care: He sends His Son, and then all those whom Christ chooses to remain in history as a presence—the cloud of witnesses—show that it is possible to change. He’s not there on the balcony—He continues to act, to challenge men and women, while at the same time loving their freedom. In the same way, we continue to live in front of others, but we don’t know when they will begin to recognize something and adhere. It’s a grace, then, that we are offered this gesture we spoke about this evening, that has such power to change us, to help us understand the nature of our need and that of others, and to influence every other part of life. Let’s continue, then, to propose it to everyone, following the modality and conception of Fr. Giussani. Each of us has to live it entirely. If you go sporadically and then say, “None of what you said this evening happened to me,” I understand, but it’s as if you said, “I want my scooter to run without gas because gas is expensive.” It doesn’t work. The gesture must be embraced in its entirety: it has a specific nature, and if it’s proposed in a certain way, it’s because that’s the only way it can bear fruit in our experience. We can verify what authority figures tell us by looking at the hundredfold it brings into our lives. This is confirmation that we, when we follow someone, are not doing so in an unreasonable way; we have plenty of reasons to follow. The verification of our following is the hundredfold. That’s when you see that it’s in your interest, on a human level, to follow. When we don’t see the hundredfold, we have to ask ourselves: am I following? We can start from following to verifying the hundredfold, or from the hundredfold to verifying whether we’re following. If I don’t experience the hundredfold, maybe it’s because I’m managing everything myself; I’m not embracing the gesture in its entirety as it’s proposed to me. We have all had the chance to see, in this afternoon’s witnesses, that when the gesture is lived as it is proposed to us, what happens is the hundredfold. If it doesn’t happen to you, you can stop to verify how seriously you are taking the gesture.

Dina. One last question, which has to do with the nature of the gesture. Earlier you said, “Charitable work is not volunteer work.” Could you briefly go back to that comment?

Carrón. It’s a question that I would leave open. I will say this: it’s one thing to simply respond to an emergency, a need, and it’s something else to discover the nature of one’s need and the One who can truly respond. You could
say, “I’ll go there and do something for others.” That’s a good thing, for goodness sake, but the real question is understanding what the other’s need is, discovering the nature of their need. Do they just need breakfast? We always begin with more external needs: breakfast, tutoring, being accompanied because of a defined disability, etc. You start there, but slowly what emerges, as we have seen, is the whole depth of people’s needs, and you understand that volunteer work alone cannot respond, because the need is so vast in relation to what I can do. This is how you begin to understand that you have something else to learn. It’s what Fr. Giussani wanted to introduce us to through the gesture and the booklet. It’s as if he told us, “Look, there’s a lot to learn from this gesture.” If we reduce it the same way the common mentality does, we’ll find ourselves disappointed, we with the others, because sooner or later our true needs will emerge, and if the gesture in which we participate doesn’t help us to understand who can respond to these true needs, we’ll grow skeptical or start to despair. Jesus responded in His own way to immediate needs, like hunger, for example. Right then, He could have found-filled other people’s needs; they don’t see these depths and therefore, in the end, what they do is not truly loving of the destiny of the other in its fullness. It’s only by beginning to see the nature of our needs and realizing that we are not the ones who can answer them, and that it takes opening oneself to an Other (“It’s an Other who can make them happy”), that we can truly face our humanity and that of our brothers and sisters without fear, and in fact constantly break it open. Maybe we can begin to grasp the difference between charitable work and volunteering; these are just a few thoughts we can develop next time. I’ll leave this point open: What difference do you see between what some of your classmates at the university experience when they volunteer and what you experience when you do charitable work? Start to look at the experience they have and your experience, because more than the explanation you need to verify the things you heard this afternoon in practice. It’s only by seeing them emerge in your own experience that you can understand how the gesture of charitable work, as it is proposed here, has a weight and educational capacity that is infinitely more powerful than any volunteer activity.

“If you too begin to understand the depth of human need, at the same time it will become clear that it’s not you who can respond to your own need or the needs of others.”

ed a non-profit: why did He found the Church? Because He knows hungry people have a greater need. Not that those people who were fed through the multiplication of loaves and fish weren’t happy: they wanted to make Him king, they were so amazed! But, understanding human nature, Jesus says, “Don’t you realize that this doesn’t help, it’s not enough for you? If you do not eat of the flesh of the Son of God and drink of His blood, you cannot be truly happy. The need for food that you have is just an introduction to understanding the true nature of your need.” Now, if you too begin to understand the depths of human need, at the same time it will become clear that it’s not you who can respond to your own need or the needs of others, of your boyfriend or girlfriend, the kids you work with, etc. The majority of people who do volunteer work think–having good intentions–that they can Volunteering is good, don’t get me wrong: doing something is better than wasting time. We have to recognize its value, but at the same time understand–thanks to what you’ve said today and what you will observe going forward–how it is different from charitable work. Each of us can compare. What will convince us to go along with the gesture just as it is proposed to us, not being influenced by the common mentality and reducing it to a volunteer activity, is only experience alone, comparing this experience with what we see around us. To keep it from being reduced, the gesture is guided, which is not an external “add-on.” Along with that, we have a tool available to us: a reading that makes it harder to reduce the gesture. The full gesture, then, is made up of the gesture and the words intrinsically linked, so as not to reduce either. Keep it up!
Dante Alighieri is conquering the heart of Kibera. In Nairobi, there is no other place like Kibera: here you find the largest slum in Africa, inhabited by 800,000 people, whose median age is inversely proportionate to the aging populations in the West. In Kibera, a school called “Little Prince” was opened in 2000, supported by AVSI. Given the circumstances, it boasts surprising numbers: an eight percent dropout rate, compared to the average of 35 percent in the other schools in the slums. The fact that attendance is that good is at least in part due to the theater. Some years ago, the teachers discovered that it was a major motivating factor for the kids: they experienced it as a form of expression that corresponded to their needs and desires. The stage was the space where they could release their freedom.

The results can also be seen in terms of quality— in 2016 their performance of Pinocchio won the international prize awarded by the Collodi Foundation. The stage was small and the theater was inadequate; it was not right to betray the treasure that the theater brought to the children. Therefore, it was necessary to find additional resources. The first to answer the call from Kibera was the actor Franco Branciaroli, who had launched fundraisers at the end of his shows in the Piccolo Teatro di Milano. 

The idea grew, the friends of Emanuele Banterle joined, and together with AVSI and the Incamminati Theater Company, an idea came about to dedicate the theater to Banterle (who passed away in 2011) and to seek support from the many people who knew him and admired his work, which was always tied, with great passion, to theater. The funds were raised and the renovations were made possible.

In a dark jungle. As often happens, this good idea spread like wildfire. What if this project, which had generated so many positive things, was implemented in other schools? It was then that Dante came onto the scene, thanks to another protagonist of the Italian theater, Marco Martinelli, the founder of the Albe theater company in Ravenna. “When they asked me to participate in the second phase of the project in the Emanuele Banterle Theater, I was very busy,” said Martinelli, “but, listening to the stories told by Emanuele’s friends, I gave in: I had to find the time to go to Kibera.” And so it happened. There were two trips, accompanied by the actress Laura Redaelli, to put the project into motion, following a philosophy already tested with youth.
The director Marco Martinelli, at a practice for the Divine Comedy in the slum of Kibera.

in many marginalized schools in Italy. The model involved a collaborative choral performance displaying the kids’ improvisational abilities in the context of famous lines from great authors. In Kibera the author selected was Dante. “An author of his caliber is a universal archetype,” explained Martinelli, “and with the 200 children and youth from the four schools involved in the project (including Little Prince, and in other parts of the city, the Ushirika Centre, Cardinal Otunga High School, and the Urafiki Carovana School), we intend to bring to life the Divine Comedy in the context and imaginative realm of the slum.” Like Dante’s masterpiece, it starts in a dark jungle where Dante is lost. “In his humility, knowing that he will not make it, he seeks help in order to escape. He finds himself facing beasts, which the youth have reimagined to a situation that is familiar to them: there will be elephants and snakes, for example.” The youth were also tasked with giving new names to the circles of Hell. Martinelli continued: “Immediately, they designated a circle for those who harm children, a problem that is unfortunately common in the slum. The other circles will be the product of the work of the following months under the guidance of their excellent teachers.”

The sun and the other stars. Antonino Masuri, who works for AVSI in Nairobi, commented on Martinelli’s method of working with the youth: “This is what the theater needs: to help our children be themselves, to understand their infinite value, to channel the energy balled up inside them, which is the result of everything they go through, into a positive outlet.” He described an event that happened at the Ushirika School: when asked by one of the kids what his treasure was, the director answered: “My wife!” “A second of silence filled the crowded room,” said Masuri. “Everyone heard him say the truth: he was in a room with many children of teenage mothers, in a place where AIDS affects many. And he was testifying that true love is possible, that it exists and can last.” At the end of this journey, in October, the show will be performed twice, once at Little Prince and once at Cardinal Otunga, to give all the families a chance to see it. Then there will be a grand finale in Kibera, when the youth will march in procession down to the central square of the slum, repeating, steady as a drum, the verses of Mayakovsky about the stars (“If the stars shine, does it mean that someone needs them? Does it mean that someone wants them to be?”), alternated with those of Dante. (“Love that moves the sun and the other stars.”) Martinelli concludes with an initial analysis: “I have found such energy of life that I could have never have imagined existed in these circumstances. I was struck by the complete openness of the children and their teachers in following the project. They immediately clicked with the idea. Meeting them and working with them, it is clear that for them school is a place of happiness. Many of them were children living in the streets, who ate once a week, sniffed glue, and hid in the trash. For them, a plate of rice and beans is a treasure.” And what more can the theater give them? “The awareness of feeling like flower buds springing up even amidst refuse. It is the desire for a better life that burns inside them.”
Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela. Alejandro’s 33-year “revolution.” Giovanna and her discovery of the true adventure. And Guillermo, who, in the midst of the crisis in his country, finds himself at a crossroads: does hope lie in the story of the powerful or in “our story”? Three testimonials of conversion from the Assembly of CL Leaders on the continent.

**Alejandro, Argentina**
My family’s fidelity in following the Movement has always been the subject of some drama: they followed, they left, and then they followed again. What I have verified was confirmed this year in light of the Beginning Day and is the reason I have a new perspective in front of things that I used to handle in a certain way: I was forced to take to heart the fact that reality always involves us taking risks.

The words of Giussani that fascinate me the most are “to live always the real intensely,” and his promise of the hundredfold. These words have kept me faithful to my participation in the Movement, have made me more and more passionate, and have caused me to follow with ever growing seriousness. Still, my relationship with my wife is what has caused me to act differently, because for me it is the most dramatic relationship in my life: it is irreducible and that is what makes it extraordinary.

I learned that the Movement helps to develop the quality of human relationships, which does not depend on the time you can dedicate to it; rather, it reawakens a sensibility that you otherwise would not have, an intuition, the capacity to see beyond appearances. This applies even to me, who is like a piece of stone—I have verified what the Bible is saying with the words, “I will remove from your body the heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh.” In fact, the greatest verification of faith that I have experienced is that the Movement has given me a heart of flesh; I had a heart of stone—I shared the mentality of Kant, Descartes, and Hegel—and I have realized that the heart is existentially rooted in us. The amazing thing about the Movement is that it reawakens a human sensibility that always allows you to begin again, bringing the memory of your experience with you. At the starting point, you do not say, “I must start over completely since everything up until now has been a disaster”; no, instead, this sensibility allows the story of your life to become your inheritance and gives you strength; it launches you into a new beginning in every circumstance, allowing you to carry the wealth of your experience with you. As a result of certain decisions made this year...
thanks to my new obedience to reality, I have discovered a unity in myself—these decisions did not tear me up; instead, they gave me peace, unity with others, and certainty. This is the freedom from appearances; for example, in my relationship with one of my daughters, who is 21 and has become fascinated with Marxism. When the time came to make vacation plans, and my youngest daughter, who studies chemical engineering, told me, “I am going to the CLU vacation,” I replied, “Great.” Then my other daughter came to me. “I am going to the Communist Party vacation.” What? “Yes dad, they organized a vacation, and I am really interested...” I prayed about this, since it really took me aback. For Christmas, I gave her Capital by Karl Marx. She started to cry: “Dad, you are giving me Capital?” “Yes, because this is how I have been educated in the Movement: to take seriously the path you are taking and what you are discovering...” Another example: a journalist who is very popular in Argentina, Fernández Díaz, published something that viciously attacked the Pope. I decided to write him a response. I told him that it was reasonable for him to say what he did because he lives in and represents the mentality of the world, but as for the Pope, he does not act in response to the mentality of the world, but for the sake of Christ who is happening now, just as Christ embraced the prostitute and spent time with someone who robbed his own people. I told him that if there were a journalist who
was writing about Christ present today, he would be writing the same things that he writes today about the Pope. The bishop called me and said: “Alejandro, I wish to congratulate you, because you did not attack him: you embraced what he said and you explained to him the reasons why for you...,” but I did not used to be this way.

Furthermore, my boldness in the face of difficult situations allowed me to propose what I have learned during 33 years in the Movement in a seminar on social doctrine I organized for the principals of the schools in the Diocese. This naive boldness is born from my unity with my wife. I asked her: “What do you think if I go?” In the past, I would have restrained myself, and our interactions would have been negotiations. I would have skipped five or six conferences and then I would have told her: “Look, this is what is left...” I would try to make a deal with her. Now, instead, it is the joy of sharing with her and the unity I have with her that makes me live with overwhelming passion. This is the fire I felt when I met Fr. Ricci and Fr. Giussani, and it is re-awakening my potential. The same thing that happened at the beginning is happening again now.

When I met the Movement, I was an enthusiastic Peronist, completely indoctrinated; for me, Peronism was the incarnation of the Gospel in history. I preached, fought for, and defended this. What the Movement has generated in these last 33 years—for it is something that has touched my heart and reason and that caused a radical shift in my way of thinking—was a conversion, a change of mentality.

We live our relationship with reality through an ideological lens, and as Carrón always says and Giussani used to tell us, we measure it in relation to the results we achieve. We do not accept that our conversion is a turning point in the way that it is described in *The Religious Sense*: a new relationship with reality that sets us free. Had it not been for Giussani, I would never have understood this. This is not an ideological salvation; instead, the human person is given a totally new ability to enter into relationship with reality. The things we say come together for me when we speak of John and Andrew, but how did they measure up to the power of the Roman Empire? Their encounter with Christ was absolutely insignificant; yet, it turned out to be more important than all the political forces at play because it involved a new knowledge of reality.

“We do not accept that it is a new relationship with reality that sets us free. Had it not been for Giussani, I would have never understood this.”
Giovanna, Brazil
I have understood that the adventure of Ulysses, as discussed by Giussani, is an adventure of reason. It is not fullness of feeling, a constant sense of contentment, or the experience of exceptional things all the time. The adventure, instead, is a revolution of reason; it is a world within this world, truly, a way of interacting with people, a manner of working that engages all of my “I.” Here is an example, which has filled me with silence and with questions. A friend of mine lives with her partner. They underwent artificial insemination and now have twins. I have gleaned from our conversations that they are immersed in left-leaning ideology. My friend is aware that I am a Memores Domini. One day, after lunch, she clasped my arm and asked if we could talk. She then asked me, “Giovanna, help me understand what motherhood is. Help me understand what it is to be a mother. Please tell me. Think about it and tell me.” She told me about the drama that she is living with her partner and with the children. Then she said: “Please, think about how your friends live and tell me: how do your friends live?” “My friends”—she was referring to you, my friends in the Movement... I was struck by her questions given the fact that she knows about my vocation. During my time of silence that day, I thought about people who have a thirst for certainty, for someone who has certainty about something. I asked myself, filled with sorrow, as I reflected on this great conundrum: “What is our task in the world? What are we called to today?” Through this encounter with my friend, my passion for Christ has been regenerated, making me want to know more about Him.

Guillermo, Venezuela
As you all know, the situation in Venezuela is very challenging—in fact, we are devastated. What many of us are living, though, is the rediscovery of what it means to “thirst,” man’s most fundamental need. In January 2017, I was at the end of my rope. I am a teacher (earning a meager salary), I have two small children, and I had to admit that I was worn out. I had fought against the crisis on my own. But that January, thank God, I gave up. Starting from my recognition of “not being able to handle things anymore,” a series of events were triggered: help from friends, an embrace by the community, and the first steps on the path toward understanding what was actually happening, which led me to the realization that the One who was making all of this happen was Christ.

One night, I was standing at the bus stop, and I saw a girl who was malnourished walking up and down the sidewalk, seeming to be lost. I was overcome by fear: “What would happen if this girl asked me for help? What if she does not know where to go?” Then I realized: hasn’t God helped me in the past, so that I am able to face this encounter? But I was afraid. When the girl found her mom, I felt very relieved. I told my wife about this episode, and she said: “If what you always told me was true for Alicia (my daughter), that Christ would not abandon us and would help us to raise her well... He will do the same for that girl.” A few days later, at School of Community, I understood better what was happening. A friend described it using these words: “We do not trust in Christ. Without Him, reality is terrible, while with Him, everything is possible.” I believe that the journey we have begun is to understand that what has been true for me in the darkest moments is not an exception, an isolated “miracle,” but instead it is the method through which God works in reality; it is the method through which He changes things, as He has changed my life.

Putting our hope in our story is a struggle, because in the face of the situation in our country and society, we place our hope in the story of others, of politicians and the powerful. But when I see, with great sadness, the hunger of those who wait for leftovers outside of restaurants, or when I recall the suffering of my own poverty, I think about how Christ suffers even more... and if He is allowing all of this to happen, it is for the sake of a greater good that is revealing itself in these circumstances, even if we mortals cannot see it clearly. The path that I want to walk on with my loved ones is to fix our gaze on our history and to place our hope in the Christ who came for us.
Monsignor Luigi Giussani (1922-2005) was the founder of the Catholic lay movement Communion and Liberation in Italy, which has hundreds of thousands of adherents around the globe.

In The Life of Luigi Giussani, Alberto Savorana, who spent an important part of his life working and studying with Giussani, draws on many unpublished documents to recount who the priest was and how he lived. Giussani’s life story is particularly significant because it shares many of the same challenges, risks, and paths toward enlightenment that are described in his numerous and influential publications.

In addition to providing the first chronological reconstruction of the life of the founder of Communion and Liberation, The Life of Luigi Giussani provides a detailed account of his legacy and what his life’s work meant to individual people and the Church.